
  

Tutor report 

Overall Comments 

Thanks Lucy for sending your first submission. You’ve approached the unit 
both methodically and with enthusiasm. Continuing in this manner will help 
you to learn successfully and by continuing to push yourself into new areas 
you will be able to make good progress through the course. 

When you receive this report, I suggest that you go through it carefully and 
make notes about it. You will also find it useful to comment on the various 
things I have included links for. Those responses can then go into your 
learning log. 

I won’t necessarily comment on everything in the portfolio and learning log, 
but you can apply many of the suggestions I do make across the submission. 

You may want to get credit for your hard work and achievements with the 
OCA by formally submitting your work for assessment at the end of the 
module. More and more people are taking the idea of lifelong learning 
seriously by submitting their work for assessment but it is entirely up to you. 
We are just as keen to support you whether you study for pleasure or to gain 
qualifications. Please consider whether you want to put your work forward for 
assessment and let me know your decision when you submit Assignment 2. I 
can then give you feedback on how well your work meets the assessment 
requirements." 
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Feedback on assignment  

Your assignment shows creativity and an interesting approach to capturing 
more of the surrounding area. By using the mirror you are able to capture two 
view points in each image as well as a portrait.  
You say you have chosen to use black and white images to bring out the line 
and detail which it does and gives them a uniform feel across the set. 
However in some of the unedited images you have a strong sense of a single 
colour. For instance Image captioned ‘I am frightened of the dark…’ the brown 
colour throughout unites the image and still allows us to focus on the detail of 
the face and line as the colour by being limited doesn't distract. 
The same could be said for ‘No Parking spaces…’ which has a predominantly 
blue range of colour; matching his jumper to the signage behind and the sky 
in the reflection.  
This might be a happy accident but by spotting things like this we can then 
use them to our advantage in the next shoot, looking for how we can use 
colour to our advantage. 

In your 500 word refection you pick out several artists who you feel have been 
influential. I wonder if next time in your learning log you can say more about 
the specifics of how they are influential, as well as discussing what you find 
successful or interesting about their work and how you have developed your 
work in response to their technique, idea, etc…  

You reflect well on the problems you have encountered and you mention your 
own reflection creeping in. Sometimes it can be interesting to take a risk and 
use the thing you consider a weakness and exploit it.  
What would it have been like if you had taken some more photos where you 
were deliberately included in the reflection? Maybe just parts of you and the 
camera to reveal the process itself and add another layer. You might still have 
decided that you preferred the images without, but sometimes by doing this 
you can find something else that actually works really well in an unexpected 
way. 

Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays  

Your learning log is well laid out and clear which is good. I can see from your 
contact sheets you have tried various poses as well as cropping to get the 
image you wanted.  
When on location, to give yourself the best quality image, as well as taking 
wide shots and different angles, try taking some closer shots rather than 
cropping so much. If you still need to crop in post-production you will loose a 
lot less of the image and maintain a larger better quality image for when you 
get to the printing stage.  
It is important to begin considering the difference between framing and 
cropping as you continue through the course. 



I am interested by the captions you have used for the images and wonder 
what you think they add to the image?  
It would have been useful for you to reflect or discuss the captions you 
choose to give the images, as these have a real impact on how your audience 
will respond and react to the images.  
How did they come about? Where they done afterwards, or are they a quote 
from the person in the photo, or something else? 

Suggested reading/viewing  

For this assignment I would recommend looking at the work of Duane Michals 
use of mirrors in his photographs and consider what impact the distorted 
mirrors have on the image.  
You might also consider whether you are revealing anything about the portrait 
subject, as well as ways to do that, and explore Gillian Wearings iconic signs 
project.  http://www.whitechapelgallery.org/exhibitions/gillian-wearing 

Also as a way of widening the context for your work, you might find this article 
interesting about historical women photographers using mirrors to take self 
portraits as I discussed the possibility of deliberately including yourself in the 
images you were taking. 
http://lemagazine.jeudepaume.org/2011/06/molderings/ 

There is an interesting essay on composition which you might find useful 
when working through some of the exercises in the next part 1 
https://www.academia.edu/807868/
SIMPLIFIYING_THE_PHOTOGRAPHY_COMPOSITION 

Pointers for the next assignment 

• Continue to push yourself out of your comfort zone and take creative risks 
with your images.  

• Frame your images in different ways to try and avoid the need for cropping. 
This won’t always work but it will help make you more aware of what you 
want in the image.  

• Try to reflect in more depth on the context and artists work you are 
researching. 
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